Clean Up
Clean up when the food is gone which is about half way through the varsity game. Mr
Ragatz or Mr Shanks can open the kitchen for you.
1. Put the 3 pizza ovens, extension cords, and microwave on the silver metal rolling
cart. Lay the clear plastic over it for storage. Roll this cart to the Kitchen. It is
stored in the back room (Go through the kitchen to the door on the left back by
the freezer which takes you to the storage/loading dock room.) Leave the cart
back there. (FYI: that door will lock behind you if it shuts.)
2. Take all the dirty dishes to the kitchen and lay them on the stainless steel rack by
the dishwasher on your left when you first enter the kitchen. Be sure to rinse the
meat pan and utensils.
3. The Nacho cheese pump needs to be rinsed. Pump water through the pump
until it has clear water coming out. Leave all the parts in the kitchen by the
dishwasher.
4. The kitchen staff will wash it all in the morning. Rinse clean all utensils and the
nacho cheese machine by rinsing all the parts and pumping hot water through it.
5. Leave the sanitizer bucket and rags in the kitchen as well.
6. If the pizza warmer is used, please return it to the closet in the concession stand.
It sits on the top shelf behind the door.
7. Put all supplies and tubs back into the concession stand closet. The post prom
items are stored on the shelves on the wall behind the door.
8. Leftover pickles, mustard, barbeque sauce or ketchup is stored in the refrigerator
in the closet by all the supplies.
9. Roll the black cart with the unused pretzels and cookies back to the kitchen
freezer.
10. Put the metal table back in the Blackhawk gym along the wall by the folded
bleachers.
11. Disinfect the tables in Mr. Diekmann’s room. Put the dirty rags in the kitchen by
all the dirty dishes. Put the sanitation solution and bucket in the closet by all the
supplies.
12. Give the money bag to Mr. Ragatz or Mr. Shanks. Be sure that the Post Prom
Money Bag record sheet is in that money bag for Janet.
We are no longer saving the leftover cheese - so if the families would like to take
it home, you are more then welcome to otherwise just throw it away! It does not
matter how much is left. It is too hard for us to monitor the cooling down process so for
food safety reasons this is our only option.
Thank you for serving!!!

